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Wiliam’s gesture of pulling the lotus between his eyebrows is extremely handsome!
Why did he not hesitate to slam the Minghuang Earth Tower just now, just to vent the irritability in his
heart.
And by coincidence, Wiliam had scruples when he fisted Wen Ren Tianyi, for fear that he would
accidentally be beaten to death.
Just after Wenren Tianyi came to a defensive Minghuang Earth Tower, it can be said that he dozed off
and met a small pillow, and Ba Shi was dying.
That’s why Wiliam vented his irritability unscrupulously.
It’s all right now, he’s all comfortable, and it’s time to end.
When Wen Ren Tianqing saw Wiliam pull out a monster lotus, his pupils shrank.
But he laughed out immediately, “Are you still fighting against it? Okay, then completely crush your
vain arrogance! Big brother!”
Wen Ren Tianyi still looks like an old god at ease.
In his heart, the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda is an invincible existence, and the double pride is the same
result!
The Long Live Demon Lotus in Wiliam’s hand flickered, as if he had been eager to fight for a long time!
Wiliam could naturally feel the heart of Long live Demon Lotus. He muttered to himself: “This is the
first time you make a new shot. Don’t let me down.”
The red light flourished in an instant, with endless confidence!
“Go.” Wiliam threw the lotus out!
The lotus blooms and decomposes in mid-air!
For a moment, the whole world seemed to be raining bloody lotus!
Countless tiny lotus flowers flew toward the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda!
“It’s all about the vulture.” Wen Ren Tianyi sneered, still not paying attention.
but!
Wenren Tianyi’s expression changed when the first tiny lotus blossomed at Minghuang Dadi Pagoda!

He and Minghuang Dadi Pagoda are in the same spirit, and he can naturally feel the pressure of
Minghuang Dadi Pagoda!
The power of the first little lotus flower to the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda is not great.
However, the weird thing is like a thorn!
This kind of thorn seemed to be directly stuck on Wenren Tianyi’s body, causing his body to tremble
suddenly!
Then, the second little lotus and the third little lotus!
Countless little lotuses bombarded the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda densely.
In an instant, Wenren Tianyi really had the illusion of piercing arrows!
His face turned pale instantly!
At the end of the first wave of offensive, dense little lotus flowers were flying and circling above his
head.
Wenren Tianyi didn’t dare to be careless anymore. With a move in his mind, the Minghuang Dadi
Pagoda, with illusion streaming light, turned into a pagoda and attached to him!
However, the strange feeling appeared again.
In the past, the addition of tayi can bring him a heavy sense of protection.
But now, even if the tower suit is on, he still feels trembling.
wrong!
It’s not that my body is trembling!
It’s Ta Yi trembling!
When Wenren Tianyi realized this, cold sweat broke out!
His eyes stared deeply at the little lotus flying in the air!
Something is wrong!
This is not the weird silver needle I saw before!
Although the breath is still the same as before, only the form has changed.
However, this change is suffocating!
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Wiliam’s previous set of silver needles was already a magic weapon.
Now it can be even stronger!
What kind of horror has it reached!
For more than 30 years since receiving the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda, Wenren Tianyi felt an
unforgettable threat for the first time!
“Your silver needle! What is it!” Wen Ren Tianyi couldn’t help asking the doubt in his heart.
Wenren Tianqing on the side has already looked as earthy!
Just now, he clearly felt that he was walking through the ghost gate!
Just now, the sky was full of little red lotus!
There were even a few little red lotuses that went towards him at first!
Wenren Tianqing, who has lost martial arts, what can he use to resist Xiao Honglian!
And just when he thought he was going to die here today, Xiao Honglian suddenly stopped in front of
him.
As if Wenren Tianqing, who dismissed his opponent’s powerless chicken-binding power, made a move,
Xiao Honglian turned back and faced the Minghuang Earth Tower again!
Wenren Tianqing didn’t even feel that he was humiliated by Xiao Honglian!
He just feels a fluke of the rest of his life!
He was soaked!
These little red lotus, even the eldest brother’s Minghuang Dadi Pagoda was shaken and trembling.
Even the face of the eldest brother has completely changed!
These little red lotuses fell on him, obviously they could kill him directly!
Even if the eldest brother wears the magical tower clothing of the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda, it proves
that the eldest brother has completely no power to protect himself!
If Wiliam wanted to take his own life at this time, it would be at his fingertips!
For a time, Wenren Tianqing had mixed feelings in his heart!
What kind of evil is this Wiliam!
I always thought that he was born with a waste of blood, but I thought that he would be so angry that
he would directly rush to the half-step congenital peak!
Even I can easily defeat it!

Now, I thought my eldest brother came over this time, and he had the chance to win.
It seems that everything is difficult to tell now!
How strange is this kid’s silver needle!
A big step stronger than before!
Can the eldest brother stand it!
At this time, Wenren Tianqing began to regret it.
He even has the urge to slap himself a few times!
Everything is fine just now.
What is your own mouth?
He went so far as to stimulate Wiliam and asked Wiliam to take out a silver needle to deal with them!
It’s all right now, as Wiliam said, as you wish.
When the real silver needle came out, they couldn’t hold it anymore.
This is too slapped!
At this moment, Wenren Tianyi had no idea to control Wenren Tianqing.
He just looked at Wiliam deeply.
But Wiliam shook his head, as if dissatisfied, “That’s not okay.”
As if talking to someone.
Little Honglian in the sky felt extremely unwilling and aggrieved!
Who said!
no!
Just now it was just a small test!
Red light, once again prosperous!
The sound of breaking the wind rushed towards Wenren Tianyi frantically!
Wen Ren Tianyi himself has a tower defense, thinking about dodge.
However, in the next scene, something strange happened.
I don’t know if it is an illusion!

From seeing the prosperity of the red light, to feeling the pain of the heart piercing on his body, time
seemed to be jumped!
There is no chance for him to dodge!
This feeling was like Xiao Honglian cut through the space directly and stuck on his body.
That’s it, just in one thought!
This feeling is too terrible!
Even Wiliam’s eyes widened, as if what he saw just now was an illusion.
And this is just the beginning!
A chill that pierced the heart, rose from the little red lotus!
In the blink of an eye, the khaki light on Minghuang Dadi Tower was covered by ice blue light.
Wen Ren Tianyi doesn’t even have the opportunity to struggle!
He was directly frozen!
Just a few seconds!
A clear voice sounded.
“boom!”
“No!” The frost on Wenren Tianyi’s body shattered instantly, and he let out a horrified roar!
Because it shattered along with the frost, and his tower clothing!
Nine Sects’ strongest defensive geniuses, one move is broken!

